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• Solenoid-free startup desirable for ST, AT reactors

• LHI is promising method to accomplish this goal
– Edge current extracted from injectors at boundary
– Relaxation to tokamak-like state via helicity-conserving instabilities
– Over 0.2MA of plasma current demonstrated on PEGASUS

– Hardware retractable prior to nuclear phase in reactor

• Routinely used for startup on PEGASUS

Research on the A ~ 1 PEGASUS ST is Advancing the Physics and 
Technology Basis of Local Helicity Injection Non-Solenoidal Startup

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019
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• Global !" limits:

– Taylor relaxation

– Helicity conservation

• Predictive power balance: !"($)

• 3D resistive MHD / NIMROD

– Initial relaxation
– Role of reconnection

A Growing Understanding of Physics and Engineering Issues 

in LHI Informs its Application to Next-Step Machines 

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019

• Injector system geometry

– Provide initial relaxation via near-PF null 
– CD efficiency / transport 
– Facility port access compatibility

• Helicity injector source design

– !&'(, ): set !*+ ≥ !"
– -&'(.&'(/&'(: attain / sustain !"
– Armoring, limiters to minimize PMI

• Injector impedance and power systems

• Confinement, impurities, and 

dissipation during LHI

– “two-zone” structure observed

• LHI current drive mechanism(s)

• Scaling to high !"
– Larger size, higher 0*, longer pulse 

• Handoff to non-inductive CD

– LHI → OH H-mode demonstrated

LHI Physics Models Considerations for Next Step LHIOutstanding Issues

!" /+23 + /35 + /367 = 0 ; !" ≤ !*+
34

Figure 1.14: Reconnection releases an axisymmetric current ring (shown near the center
of the figure) from the driven current channel plasma. Isosurfaces of � = ±6 m�1 are
shown at t = 2.95 ms in the 2-fluid computation, when Ip ' 7 kA. The central column
is shown for reference.
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Neutral gas pressure, which has been observed experimentally 
to influence the relaxation threshold, is held constant among 
these discharges. For each field configuration, the minimal 
Iinj for which relaxation occurs is determined experimentally. 
Relaxation is defined to occur when M > G  is reached, with 
G  evaluated using the deformed field path from a 2D multi-
filament model calculation at each level of Iinj. The calcul-
ation is also used to quantify the vertical field reduction at the 
time of relaxation. Bz/Bz,vac, the ratio of the perturbed vertical 
field to the vacuum field measured at the midplane 1 cm inside 
the path of the injected current is chosen as a suitable metric.

Figure 4 shows the normalized current multiplication 
( Ip/Iwindup = M/G) as a function of the calculated frac-
tional vertical field reduction, (Bz,vac − Bz)/Bz,vac, where 
Iwindup = G · Iinj. Each point represents an individual dis-
charge, with the magnitude of Iinj varied between discharges 
and with the vacuum field configuration held constant. At low 
levels of Iinj, the vertical field is only weakly reduced, and 
normalized current multiplication is less than or equal to one. 
As Iinj is increased, vertical field reduction reaches a critical 
value, and normalized current multiplication begins to rise 
above unity, indicating relaxation. Evidence of relaxation at 
this critical point is corroborated by visible images and meas-
urements of field reversal on the inboard side.

Table 1 shows magnetic field parameters for different 
magnetic configurations, with Iinj just above the threshold 
for relaxation in each case. The configurations vary in terms 
of the magnitude of the toroidal and poloidal fields, and the 
degree of shaping in the vacuum poloidal field. The latter is 
quantified by Rmid − Rinj, the difference in radial position of 
the vacuum field line passing through the injector when meas-
ured at the midplane and at the injector location. The last row 
corresponds to the values at the inflection point of the data set 
in figure 4.

Generally, relaxation to a tokamak-like state is seen to 
require an Iinj sufficient to achieve a 70%–90% reduction in 
the local poloidal field. The uncertainties associated with this 
metric are indicative of the simplified nature of the model. 
Nevertheless, this result builds on the conclusion of past 
experiments by confirming the importance of background 
poloidal field reduction and by clarifying that approximate, 
rather than absolute poloidal field reduction is sufficient to 
trigger relaxation to a tokamak-like state. Thus, requiring suf-
ficient Iinj to fully nullify the local poloidal field constitutes a 
conservative criterion to ensure relaxation, which should pro-
vide sufficient guidance for the design of future LHI systems.

4. Characteristics of HFS LHI plasmas

This section describes the general properties of plasmas driven 
by HFS LHI, including high- Ip and long-pulse sustainment 
scenarios. The experimental scaling of attainable Ip with VLHI 
is also presented, with interpretation and discussion following 
in section 6.

4.1. The HFS LHI operating space

LHI discharges follow a standard sequence of events for 
plasma current startup and growth: (1) arc source initiation, 
(2) application of injector bias and extraction of helical current 
filaments, (3) relaxation to a tokamak-like state, (4) current 
growth, (5) current sustainment (optional), and (6) injector 
shut-off and Ip decay. Figure 5 shows discharge parameters 
for an LHI discharge with these six stages indicated on the 
Ip(t) waveform. Plasma current (figure 5(a)) begins to rise 
at 16 ms and asymptotically approaches a peak current of  
150 kA. Injector bias voltage (figure 5(b)) rises rapidly to 
~1 kV and is sustained throughout the discharge, with total 
injected current (figure 5(c)) similarly sustained at ~8 kA. 
The internal arc sources are initiated well before the injector 
bias is applied, and also carry ~8 kA (figure 5(d)) throughout 
the discharge. Following termination of the current injection, 
the plasma current decays faster than the inductive timescale 
since the applied vertical field continues to rise, driving the 
decaying plasma onto the centerstack. Outboard measure-
ments of magn etic fluctuations (figure 5(e)) at R = 90 cm 
(~20 cm outside plasma edge) initially show large n = 1 
fluctuations that are significantly reduced later in time. This 
behavior occurs in HFS LHI plasmas under certain conditions, 

Table 1. Vertical field reduction at the time of relaxation for different magnetic configurations.

Vacuum field shaping
Vacuum field  
Rmid − Rinj (cm)

BT,inj  
(mT)

Bz,vac  
(midplane) (mT)

Iinj  
(kA)

Bz reduction 
(Bz,vac − Bz)/Bz,vac (%)

Straight field 0 22 5.9 4.6 88
Straight field 0 22 7.1 4.9 70
Straight field 0 22 8.7 5.7 79
Straight field 0 22 10.3 7.4 68
Weak shaping 2.5 107 14.4 5.5 73
Moderate shaping 5.8 107 9.8 5.5 77
Strong shaping 8.6 107 8.5 5.7 77

Figure 4. Normalized current multiplication as a function of 
vertical field reduction for fixed vacuum field geometry.

Nucl. Fusion 58 (2018) 096002

“Two Zone” confinement observed in LHI Relaxation occurs if LHI creates near-PF null



Helicity Balance Limited HFS LHI Discharges Exhibit
Linear !", Positive #$ Scalings

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019

• With constant shape and ne, !"
increases linearly with %&'!

• CD efficiency increases     
modestly with #$

• At full #$, $( typically peaked
• Similar performance to OH       

L-mode at this field

• Observe variation in $( with %&'!
– #$(0) = 0.045T: $( hollows as drive increases

– Ψ mapping allows -"./01/ calculation

– 2344 appears to increase with !"
LHI – OH comparison 
#$(4061) = 0.150$

Preliminary !", 2(;; scaling



Recent Experiments Suggest High Frequency Magnetic 
Fluctuations Fundamental to Underlying LHI Current Drive

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019

• NIMROD simulations of HFS LHI reproduce 
features observed in experiment

– Relaxation to tokamak-like state

– Bursty 10’s kHz ! = 1 activity on LFS Mirnovs

– Identifies helical current stream reconnection as 
a current drive mechanism

PEGASUS NIMROD

Internal $% Measurements

• Anomalous, reconnection-driven 
ion heating present during LHI 

– Continuously sustains &' > &)
– Consistent with two-fluid 

reconnection theory
– &* correlated with high

frequency activity

– Suggests ! = 1 not critical

• Internal magnetic measurements 
find high-frequency spectral 
content scales with +, and/or -./+

– High frequency shows strongest 
correlation with +,

– Significantly lower fluctuation 
power seen in OH plasmas

R = 61.1 cm
Scales 
with -012



LHI at Near-Unity A Enables Access to 
Extreme ST Operating Space
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• Access to highly-shaped, !"~100% plasmas*
– Low '() ~ 0.6 ',
– - ~ 1: high ., low ℓ0, high '1, and high !2,456
– Reconnection-driven 70 > 79
– Disrupting at ideal no-wall stability limit

• High-!: equilibria contain large min- ; region
– Up to 47% of plasma volume

– High degree of omnigeneity of magnetic surfaces 

– Potentially favorable for stabilization of drift modes, 
reduction of stochastic transport

• Minimum ; regime arises from 3 major influences
– ;, ~ ;( at - ~ 1
– Hollow <(>)
– Pressure-driven diamagnetism (although !, < 1)

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019
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Troyon Stability Diagram 
for Tokamaks, STs Disrupts at the No-wall ! Limit

*Schlossberg, D.J., et al., PRL, 2017
Reusch, J.A., et al., Phys. Plasmas, 2018



• Extrema of feasible LHI geometries deployed in Pegasus

• Low-field-side (LFS) injection
– Injectors near outboard midplane

– Relaxation readily achieved

– High !"#$ → low &'()
– Dynamic shape → strong &)*+

• ,- ~ 0.2 MA, similar ./ and 0/ attained in both geometries

• Conclusion: Choice of injector location driven by practical 
rather than physics considerations

Assessing Physics and Engineering 
Tradeoffs of Injector System Location

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019

Location of LHI Systems,
Static HFS Plasma Geometry

Quantity LFS HFS

1"#$ ≤ 3 ≤ 2

3"#$ 2 cm2 4 cm2

!"#$ 0.70 m 0.26 m

4"#$ ≤ 0.08 T ≤ 0.22 T

&"#$ ≤ 1.5 kV ≤ 1.5 kV

,"#$ 6 kA 8 kA

5"#$ 9 MW 12 MW

&'()
&'(),'78 1 3.7

Injector System Comparisons LFS: Non-solenoidal Induction HFS: Helicity Injection

• High-field-side (HFS) injection
– Injectors in lower divertor 

– Relaxation challenging

– Low !"#$ → strong &'()
– Static shape → minimal &)*+



Target Ip

ITL ITL

ITL

PEGASUS Scaling Experiment: 
Varying Initial %&' Raises Final %(

Next Step LHI: Physics/Engineering Requirements Make 
LFS Injection More Attractive, Reactor Relevant Solution

0-D Ip(t) Power-Balance Projections 
with New Injector System

Fig. 2-10. Cross-sectional comparison of 16 cm2 Kama (left) and 
present 4 cm2 divertor LHI (right) injector systems .

Fig. 2-11. New 32 TB data storage 
server system under test for URANIA.

Fig. 2-12. Block diagram of planned FPGA 
digital control and safety systems for URANIA.

Fig. 2-13. Conceptual in-vessel 
components of URANIA EBW RF system.

Fig. 2-14. Klystron farm (left), high-power RF circulator 
(right) from FTU 8 GHz, 0.5 MW source.

Fig. 2-15. Preconceptual CHI vacuum 
flux calculation linking 65 mWb flux 
to electrodes in URANIA cone region.

Fig. 2-7 (left). 215 MVA of 
present PEGASUS IGBT, IGCT 
bridges slated for conversion to 
drive URANIA toroidal, poloidal 

field power systems.

Fig. 2-8 (right). Waveform from 
successful prototype Eagle Harbor 

Technologies Ćuk power module test. 

Fig. 2-9. Mockup of advanced, large-area “Kama” 
shaped helicity injector on port-plug assembly.
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Next Step LFS LHI System

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019

• Outboard midplane access allows fully retractable system 

• Power-balance modeling: LFS LHI has extended Taylor-limited %) phase
– Suggests strong %) gains possible by increasing %*+ early in time

• ,* scan experiments on PEGASUS support this
– Increase of < 20 kA at relaxation results in > 60 kA final

• URANIA will have 4x increase in ,* to raise %*+

relaxation

final

High -./0 = 16cm2

High %./0 = 16kA
Low 4 = 1cm
Low 5./0 < 1kV



URANIA Experiment: Converting PEGASUS Facility to
US Non-Solenoidal Development Station

J.A. Reusch, EPS-DPP 2019

• Mission: compare / contrast / combine reactor-relevant 
startup techniques at !" ~ 0.3 MA

– LHI, CHI, RF/EBW Heating & CD
– Goal: guidance for ~1 MA startup on NSTX-U, beyond

• Upgrades from PEGASUS to URANIA:
– New centerstack assembly: No solenoid magnet
– Increase '( 4×: 0.15 → 0.6 T
– Longer pulse: 25 → 100 ms
– Improved shape control with new PF, divertor coils
– Diagnostic neutral beam: kinetic and impurity diagnostics
– EBW RF Heating & CD (w/ ORNL)
– Transient, Sustained CHI (w/ Univ. Washington, PPPL)

• Engineering design in progress
– Centerstack upgrade scheduled for late 2019

URANIA Experiment

Collaborative Enterprise

EBW
mirror

CHI

LHI

BT ≤ 0.6 T; Multi-coil Divertor
No OH Solenoid!
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